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Active and passive particles: Modeling beads in a bacterial bath
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A simple model for the motion of passive particles in a bath of active, self-propelled ones is introduced. It
is argued that this approach provides the correct framework within which to cast the recent experimental results
obtained by Wu and Libchaber@Phys Rev. Lett.84, 3017~2000!# for the diffusive properties of polystyrene
beads displaced by bacteria suspended in a two-dimensional fluid film. Our results suggest that superdiffusive
behavior should indeed be generically observed in the transition region marking the onset of collective motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Wu and Libchaber~WL! reported on a fascinat
ing experiment in which bacteria move freely within a tw
dimensional fluid film seeded with passive polystyrene be
@1#. They monitored the motion of these beads as an indi
way to study the dynamics of the bacteria as the beads
believed to be pushed around by the bacteria. Indeed,
mating the mean-square displacement of the beads from
corded trajectories, WL found that the average bead velo
is several orders of magnitude larger than thermal fluct
tions, confirming the action of bacteria on beads. WL disc
ered further that fluctuations of the beads’ trajectory are
purely diffusive, and that, instead, they follow superdiffusi
(^r 2&;ta with 1.5,a,2) below some crossover time an
length scalestc , l c beyond which normal diffusion (a51) is
recovered. They interpret these scales as characteristic o
structures~swirls, jets! that emerge from the collective mo
tion of the bacteria, and use, to fit the experimental dat
Langevin equation for the bead motion with a force te
correlated in time over the crossover scaletc . At a quantita-
tive level, WL found thattc , l c , and the asymptotic diffu-
sion constantD5(1/4)lim

t→`
d^r 2&/dt all increase linearly

with the bacteria densityr.
This experiment is characteristic of the general situat

in which passive localized tracers are displaced by the
tion of active, self-propelled objects—an individual-bas
version of the passive scalar problem in hydrodynamics~see
Ref. @2# and references therein!. ~Indeed, the collective dy-
namics of large populations of active ‘‘boids’’@3# was re-
cently shown to be governed by a specific ‘‘hydrodynami
equation@4#.! Here, we introduce simple models for this ge
eral problem, but our main goal remains to obtain a qual
tively faithful, robust, and coherent description of the W
experiment. As a matter of fact, the interpretation propo
by Wu and Libchaber to explain their results suffers fro
two main problems: first, the Langevin framework predic
ballistic behavior (a52) at short scales, at odds with th
nontrivial exponents recorded in the experiment. Second
attempt is made to explain how or why the typical scales
the collective motion of the bacteria change with their de
sity.

Detailing the conclusions briefly exposed in Ref.@5#, we
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argue below that an appropriate theoretical framework
the WL experiment is that provided by the ‘‘self-propelle
XY spin’’ or boid models studied recently@6,4# comple-
mented by a collection of passive beads. These models a
one to measure simultaneously both boid and bead dynam
We show first that under very general assumptions, the be
reproduce the diffusive properties of individual bacteria. W
then argue that the variation of crossover scales observe
WL corresponds to the onset of long-range orientational
der proven recently to exist in minimal models for collecti
motion. In this framework, crossover scales are expecte
diverge at the critical point and true anomalous diffusion
all scales is then observed.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we rec
current knowledge about the basic models for collective m
tion and introduce one such model adapted to the mode
of the bacterial bath of WL. We also discuss how to imp
ment the motion of passive beads within this model. Sect
III is devoted to a presentation of the results obtained w
our model for the diffusive properties of both active boi
and passive beads. Section IV contains conclusions, pers

FIG. 1. Variant of Vicsek’s core model with repulsive bod
force between boids, withv050.3, b f52.5, Rb50.127, andh
50.5. Variation of the average velocity amplitudeV with boid den-
sity r in a square domain of linear sizeL5128 with periodic
boundary conditions. Inset: same but with noise implemented a
Eq. ~4! ~system of linear sizeL532.!
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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tives, and a general discussion of the relevance of our m
eling to the WL experiment.

II. A SIMPLE MODEL

A. Vicsek’s core model

The core of the systems studied below is the model in
duced by Vicseket al. @6# in which pointwise particles la-
beled byi ~the boids! move synchronously at discrete tim
steps by a fixed distancev0 along a directionu i . This angle
is calculated from the current velocities of all boidsj within
an interaction ranger 0, reflecting the only ‘‘force’’ at play, a
tendency to align with neighboring boids:

u i
t115argF(

j ; i
vW j

t G1hj i
t , ~1!

wherevW i
t is the velocity vector of magnitudev0 along direc-

tion u i and j i
t is a delta-correlated white noise (j

P@2p,p#). Fixing r 051, the time stepdt51 and choos-
ing, without loss of generality, a valuev0,r 0dt, Vicsek
et al. studied the behavior of this simple model in the tw
dimensional parameter space formed by the noise strengh
andr, the boid density. They found, at larger and/or small
h, the existence of an ordered phase characterized by:

V[^u^vW i
t& i u& t.0,

i.e., a domain of parameter space in which the boids m
collectively. ~We used the notation̂.& i for the average ove
all the boids, and̂ .& t for the average over time.!

This ordered phase was later studied analytically@4# via a
continuous model for the coarse-grained boid velocity a
density. The existence of a broken-symmetry, collective m
tion state was proven, even in two space dimensions~the
case of interest for WL’s experiment! and its characteristic

FIG. 2. Two boids setting a bead in motion~interaction ruleA).
The trajectories of two boids coming from the left~open circles!
and of the initially immobile bead~filled circles! are represented
Also shown are the actual size of the objects at the time when
boids are about to leave the bead.
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scaling exponents were calculated exactly in this last cas
renormalization group analysis.

Vicsek et al. devoted most of their effort to studying th
transition to the ordered phase@6#. They found numerically a
continuous transition characterized by scaling laws and t
tried to estimate the corresponding set of critical expone

B. A variant

In order to introduce passive beads displaced by the s
propelled boids, we need to give all these objects a finite s
~i.e., they cannot be point particles anymore!. One of the
simplest ways to do so is to add a repulsive body force
tween boids acting on a typical scaleRb , thus interpreted as
the ‘‘radius’’ of circular boids. Equation~1! is then replaced
by

u i
t115argF(

j ; i
~vW j

t1b f fW i j !G1hj i
t , ~2!

whereb f is a parameter controlling the relative importan
of the two ‘‘forces’’ and, for example,

fW i j 52F11expS r i j

Rb
22D G21

eW i j , ~3!

with r i j the distance between boidsi and j, andeW i j the unit
vector along the segment going fromi to j.

Such a variant of Vicsek’s original core model is not e
pected to show qualitatively different behavior. A first che
can be found in Fig. 1, which shows the variation ofV as the
boid density is increased acrossr* , the critical value for
collective motion.

We have also tested other types of noise terms in
model. In particular, considering the noise as the uncerta
with which each boid ‘‘evaluates’’ the force exerted on itse
by neighboring boids, leads us to change Eq.~2! to:

u i
t115argF(

j ; i
~vW j

t1b f fW i j 1heW j!G , ~4!

whereeW j is a unit vector of random orientation. This choic
of noise typically makes the transition sharper~the critical
region is confined to a rather small window of parame
space! ~inset of Fig. 1!. We mostly considered, in the follow

e

TABLE I. Cases of bead-boid interactions considered.

Reduced massmBb Entrainment

A 0 yes
B 0.5 yes
C 0.5 no

TABLE II. Parameters of the current simulations.

r 0 dt v0 Rb RB b f bg bh h r size
1.0 1.0 0.3 0.127 0.381 2.5 1.0 1.0 0.5@0;10# @32;256#
2-2
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FIG. 3. Short-time trajectories of boids~thin lines! and beads~thick lines! below ~a! (r52.0), at ~b! (r5r* 54.75), and above~c!
(r58.0) the critical densityr* . In each picture, 230 boid and 20 bead trajectories are shown, during 60 time steps and they were r
every three steps. System sizeL532,bg5bh51.0, bead radiusRB50.381, interaction caseA, other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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ing, the noise term as prescribed in Vicsek’s original mod
in part because, in the framework proposed below for in
preting WL experiments, the critical region appears to
rather spread out.

C. Passive beads

The beads of WL’s experiment can be modeled by cir
lar objects of radiusRB that have no intrinsic velocity no
inertia: they remain immobile when isolated. This is
agreement with the experimental observation by WL t
bead’s motion is strongly damped by the ambient visc
fluid @1#.

The simplest interaction of beads with boids and/or ot
beads is hard-core repulsion. Such contacts should ha
when the current positions of neighboring objects imply
overlap of the circles of radiusRb or RB characterizing them
A bead of labeli with a neighboring object~boid or bead! j
of radiusRj such thatr i j ,RB1Rj will be displaced fromt
to t11 by a vector

gW i j 5m i j @r i j 2~RB1Rj !#eW i j . ~5!

FIG. 4. Probability distribution function of bead velocities. Th
noisier curve is the PDF of the displacements over three time st
Inset: logarithm of the same PDF’s revealing their exponential t
Boid densityr52.5, other parameters as in Fig. 3.
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Here, we have introduced ‘‘reduced mass’’m i j , which con-
trols the relative mobility of the different particles and th
takes the valuemBB50.5 for a collision between two bead
and mBb for a collision between a bead and a boid.~For
symmetry reasons, a similar displacement will also be
erted on boids by their neighboring beads wheneverr i j
,Rb1RB , with the corresponding reduced massmbB51
2mBb .!

At a coarse-grained level, bead motion is affected by t
fluids: the highly viscous, ambient physical fluid and t
‘‘biological fluid’’ formed by bacteria. Besides collision, a
extra interaction between beads and bacteria can be un
stood as an ‘‘entrainment’’ force exerted on the beads by
local flow of boids. This can be decribed by the ‘‘local ba
teria velocity’’ felt by beadi. In order to account for the fac
that closer boids contribute more to this local velocity, ea
boid’s contribution can be weighted by the bead/boid ov
lap, leading to following expression for the local bacte
velocity felt by the beadi:

vW i
loc5

1

Ni
(

boids j
r i j ,RB1Rb

S 12
r i j

RB1Rb
D vW j , ~6!

where Ni is the number of neighboring boids overlappin
with the beadi.

The bead motion is driven by the flow of bacteria, but it
also damped by the viscous physical fluid. In the ov

s.
l.

FIG. 5. Mean~a! and rms~b! bead velocity amplitude~not to be
confused with the order parameterV!! for caseA ~diamonds!, case
B ~squares!, and caseC ~circles!. Boid densityr52.5, other param-
eters as in Fig. 3.
2-3
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FIG. 6. Typical behavior of̂r 2&/t vs logt just
below threshold (r52.0, 2.50, and 3.0, from bot
tom up! for boids~dashed lines! and beads~solid
lines!. ~a! interaction caseA, ~b! interaction case
B, ~c! interaction caseC. Other parameters as in
Fig. 3.
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damped limit, the velocity of the beads can be simply writt
as proportional to the weighted local mean velocityvW i

loc :

vW i
B5bhvW i

loc , ~7!

where,bh is a constant depending on the fluid viscosity a
the strength of the adhesion between bacteria and the b
~or the friction between beads and the bactia flow!, which
controls the relative importance of hard-core repulsion a
entrainment effect.

To summarize:
O A boid i moves over a distancev0 along the direction:

u i
t115argF (

boids j
r i j ,r 0

~vW j
t1b f fW i j !1 (

beadsj
r i j ,Rb1RB

bggW i j G1hj i
t ,

~8!

wherebg controls the relative influence of the collision wit
beads.

O The position of beadi is updated, in one time step, b
its velocity:

vW i5 (
boids, beadsj
r i j ,RB1Rj

bggW i j 1bhvW i
loc . ~9!

FIG. 7. Comparison of bead effective diffusion timetD

5DB /v rms
2 for interaction ruleA ~diamonds!, B ~squares!, and C

~circles!. Inset: ratio of the three bead diffusion times over the b
diffusion timetb5Db /v0

2. Parameters as in Fig. 3.
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D. Parameters

In this paper, we have chosen, whenever possible, par
eter values consistent with those of WL. For those mo
parameters that can not be extracted directly from the exp
ment, we have chosen numbers that are reasonable. W
further experiments are highly desirable in determining th
parameters, at a qualitative level, most of the results
present below are insensitive to the precise choice of th
parameters.

Our two main parameters, such as those in Vicsek’s c
model, are the boid densityr and the noise strengthh. How-
ever, following the WL experiment, we vary mostlyr, keep-
ing h constant. The bead density is always chosen very sm
~e.g., of the order of 1% ofr), so that these objects ar
indeed tracers with no influence on the collective modes
motion. Consequently, beads have a negligible effect
boids@the second sum in Eq.~8!#, and bead-bead interaction
@in the first sum of Eq.~9!# are rare.

To insure realistic, quasicontinuous trajectories of bo
~and beads!, the default velocityv0 has to be substantially
smaller than the interaction ranger 0 that is set tor 051 for
simplicity. Velocity v0 cannot, however, be taken too sma
for reasons of numerical efficiency. In the following,v0
50.3.

The geometrical parametersRb ,RB reflect those of the
WL experiment: the bacteria are elongated cells roughly
32 –3 mm, whereas spherical beads of diameter 5 –10mm

FIG. 8. Beadrms velocity ~normalized byv0) vs inverse bead
diameter~normalized by boid radius! for interaction caseA. Inset:
same but for caseB ~squares! and caseC ~circles!. Boid densityr
52.5, other parameters as in Fig. 3.
2-4
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE PARTICLES: MODELING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011902
were used. Here, we chose, accordingly,Rb50.127 andRB
50.381.

Below, we present results on three cases correspondin
various interaction rules~Table I!. In caseA, we takemBb
50 ~in agreement with the mass difference between bact
and beads in WL’s experiment!, so that beads are only dis
placed by the entrainment force. CaseC is the opposite case
where the entrainment force is set to zero andmBb50.5.
CaseB is intermediate, with both forces present andmBb
50.5 also.

Finally, the remaining coefficients tuning the relative im
portance of the various ‘‘forces’’ involved were kept fixed
the following reasonable~order 1! values: b f52.5,bg
51.0,bh51.0. ~For a summary, see Tables I and II!

E. Typical behavior

Figure 2 illustrates how beads are displaced by neighb
ing boids. In this particular sequence extracted from a typ
run, two boids with correlated trajectories encounter an~im-
mobile! bead and set it in motion until they ‘‘flow’’ passe
it. Clearly, the bead trajectory, at this ‘‘microscopic’’ scal
already reflects boids motion.

On a larger scale, Fig. 3 shows short-time trajectories
all boids for three different densities, below, at, and abo
r* , the critical value for collective boid motion. This repr
sentation allows for a clear visualization of the onset of c

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the bead diffusion constantDB .
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lective motion. In the critical region@Fig. 3~b!#, one distin-
guishes mesoscopic scale structures and large local-de
fluctuations. Also represented are the corresponding traje
ries of the beads present in this simulation. One can ch
that they approximately follow the neighboring boid motio

Whereas the distribution of the amplitude of boid velo
ties is somewhat meaningless in our model~all boids move
with velocity v0), the distribution of the amplitude of instan
taneous bead velocities is nontrivial. It is found to be peak
at a valuê uvBu& of the order ofv0. Its tail is roughly expo-
nential — with, of course a finite cutoff scale due to th
existence of a maximum possible displacement in one t
step~Fig. 4!.

The mean and thermsvalues show different behavior fo
the different interaction cases~Fig. 5!. For casesB and C,
these quantities increase withr. This is probably due to the
fact that the displacement due to collision~present in these
two cases sincemBb50.5) is additive. At any rate, all case
are consistent with WL measurements of the beadrms ve-
locity variations (30%).

III. DIFFUSION PROPERTIES OF BOIDS AND BEADS

We now report on numerical investigations of bead a
boid diffusive properties using the simple model describ
above. We essentially measured the order parameterV and
the mean-square displacement^r 2& as a function of time in
the stationary regime following random initial condition
Below the collective motion onset, we expect the asympto
behavior of boids to show normal diffusion (a51), whereas
ballistic behavior (a52) should be observed in the ordere
phase forr.r* . Around the critical point, intermediate, su
perdiffusive behavior crossing over to either normal diff
sion (r,r* ) or ballistic motion (r.r* ) is observed.

Figure 6 shows typical results just below threshold. A fi
observation, valid for all cases, is that boids and beads
hibit identical diffusive properties up to a shift in th
asymptotic diffusion constantD5(1/4)lim

t→`
d^r 2&/dt. Note

that this shift is largely arbitrary since, for beads,DB de-
pends on the various constants involved in the interac
rules. In fact, the variation ofDB and ^uvBu& with r or h
depends on the interaction rules chosen—in particular, on
relative importance of the mobility during a collision. How
ever, their ratio, i.e., the diffusion timetD[DB/^uvBu&2 re-
mains roughly of the same order of magnitude~Fig. 7!, irre-
-

FIG. 10. Comparison of bead
~diamonds! and boid ~triangles!
crossover quantities for interac
tion ruleA as the boid densityr is
varied.
2-5
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10 bu
for interaction rulesB ~squares!
andC ~circles!.
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spective of the bead-boid interaction rule chosen. Howe
the three curves diverge from one to another when appro
ing the critical point. CaseA is the bead/boid interaction
choice that makes boid and bead diffusive behavior m
similar ~inset of Fig. 7!, but, anyway, all cases reveal th
divergence of the diffusion constant near the critical poin

A. Influence of bead radius

Wu and Libchaber report on experiments done with be
of two different diameters, and they observed that the b
diffusion constantD decreases with increasingRB , in a man-
ner compatible with the Stokes-Einstein relation, i.e.,D
}1/R. Here, our model allows us to check in more det
whether this relation holds. Figures 8 and 9 show that b
the diffusion constantD and the rms velocity do vary like
1/R for the interaction ruleA. This confirms the relevance o
a Stokes-Einstein-like law and gives more weight to the
mark made by WL about the lack of equipartition of ener
probably due to the role of hydrodynamic interactions@1#.
However, for casesB andC, the above relationships arenot
verified, suggesting further that the ‘‘best’’ modeling choic
i.e., the most consistent with WL’s experiment, is the int
action ruleA ~insets of Figs. 8 and 9!.

B. Defining crossover scales

Keeping the bead radiusRB constant, we now report on
the behavior of our model whenr, the density of boids,
approaches the critical valuer* . In order to quantify the
variation of crossover scales seen in Fig. 6, the ansatz
posed by WL in their Langevin dynamics approach can
be used since it cannot account for a true superdiffusive
havior, but only for a crossover from ballistic to diffusiv
motion.

Thus, we introduce the followingad hocansatz for the
mean-square displacement of both boids and beads:

^r 2&~ t !.
4Dt

~ t/tc!
12a11

. ~10!

This equation does interpolate between a superdiffusive
havior (a.1) at short times and a standard diffusive beh
ior at long times, the crossover timetc being explicitly de-
fined. All our data is very well fitted with Eq.~10!.
01190
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A crossover length scalel c can then be defined as th
mean displacement at timetc . Using Eq.~10!, one has

l c
252Dtc .

The recorded crossover timetc is identical for boids and
beads@Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!# whereas the crossover leng
and diffusion constant are different but vary similarly.
fact, the observed difference in the crossover lengthl c dis-
appears oncel c is normalized by the mean velocity~i.e., v0
for boids and̂ uvu& for beads! @Figs. 10~b! and 11~b!#. Simi-
larly, normalizingD by ^uvu&2, yields diffusion constants o
the same order of magnitude for boids and beads@Figs. 10~c!
and 11~c!#.

C. Discussion

In their experiment, WL found that the crossover scales
the bead diffusive properties vary roughly linearly with th
bacteria density. Within the framework of our model~and all
Vicsek-like models!, however, the crossover scales of bo

FIG. 12. Pure superdiffusive behavior at threshold as recor
from the mean-square displacement of boids.Lx5Ly5256, r52,
h* 50.385,b f52.5, Rb50.127. A transient of 217 time steps was
observed before averaging during 45 loops of 3000 time steps
1024 boids. The critical noise strengthh* was given by the pre-
liminary results of an ongoing finite-size scaling analysis. A fit by
power law yields an exponenta.1.65(5). Theprecise value ofa
in the asymptotic limit as well as its universality are currently und
investigation@7#.
2-6
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE PARTICLES: MODELING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011902
boid and bead behavior all diverge when approaching
critical boid densityr* , leaving pure superdiffusive behavio
at threshold~Fig. 12!.

We believe this discrepancy is only due to the fact t
WL effectively probed a domain of variation of bacteria de
sity rather far from the critical point. Indeed, the maxim
value of l c they report is of the order of the size of the
beads. Our data for the crossover scales, when limited
such a range, can actually also be fitted rather well b
linear dependence.

Similarly, WL’s observation that the rms velocity o
beads is independent of the bacteria density and their su
quent linking of this to the observed proportionality ofl c and
tc presumably only hold in the restricted off-critical range
densities they scanned. The data provided by our mo
rather reveal, consistently with the idea of a critical point
r5r* , an algebraic relationship betweentc and l c in the
critical region ~Fig. 12!. Indeed, as Fig. 13 shows, we o
servetc; l c

x with x.1.4 for boids and beads, whatever t
interaction rule chosen.

FIG. 13. Log-log plot of the crossover time as a function of t
crossover length for boids~triangles! and beads with interaction
rulesA ~diamonds!, B ~squares!, andC ~circles!.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We have introduced a simple model for the motion
passive beads in a noisy bath of active ‘‘boids’’ interacti
only locally. While our primary aim was to perform a
analysis similar to that of the WL experiment, our approa
is rather general and our results very robust. At a qualita
level, they are largely independent of the choice of para
eters, precise form of interaction forces, etc. Our appro
also shows explicitly that the origin of the crossover sca
observed by WL from the bead motion are identical to t
typical scales of the collective motion of bacteria/boids.

The robustness of our model’s properties and the ove
good agreement between our observations and those of
make us confident that the framework put forward here is
relevant one to describe experiments of that kind. In parti
lar, our conclusions indicate that true superdiffusive mot
~and not simple ballistic motion! of both bacteria and passiv
bead tracers is present, and that this should become m
easily observable experimentally as the density of bacter
increased. New experiments in this direction are thus de
able, since the observation of superdiffusive behavior ove
large range of scales would definitely rule out the possibi
of a simple crossover from a short-scale behavior~due to
individual bacterium motion! to normal diffusion.

At a quantitative level, no precise agreement can be
pected from the approach taken here. Indeed, many of
bacteria bath properties are still unknown, and their prec
translation into features of models such as ours remains
possible@8#. However, the vicinity of the~expected! thresh-
old of long-range collective motion should allow for quan
tative comparison. Indeed, in the spirit of critical phenome
studies, the scaling laws attached to the critical point
expected to be universal. In this respect, an experime
evaluation of the exponenta and its comparison with its
value as determined from analytical or numerical stud
would be most interesting. Ongoing work aims at the det
mination of reliable estimates for the set of critical expone
characterizing the transition to collective motion@7#.
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